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Software Tools

From the Geoproc Suite

DbaseO - database creation, edit,
display, filtering and gridding

IPProc - IP and resistivity specific
tools

The program used for each step is indicated by the icon in the bottom left of the slide



Import the data to a database



Set known
constants
and
metadata in
database
header



Check the log file
to ensure things
looks as they
should.

Each program in the suite
generates its own log file
storing information about who
did what and when.



More of the log
file 

-1.0 E + 30 is a
null value and
indicates that the
field has not been
set.

Constant???

Not provided
Constant

Negatives???
Zero values!
Negatives
and high??Window

centre times



More of the log
file! 

Note that the remote
electrode position was not
provided in the XYZ file



The last of the log file! 

Values up to field
77 were read
directly from the
XYZ file. Field 78
was added by
IPProc 



Set the electrode position
of C2 x, y and z from the
location file provided.



All done.  Save and exit



Load the supplied electrode elevations into a database



Use the electrode elevation database as a lookup
table to load elevations for C1, P1 and P2



Repeat this process for each of C1, P1 and P2



Check the log
file to ensure
that all
electrode
locations are
now set and
look sensible.



Open the database
in IPProc.



Plot the electrodes to check the layout



Layout looks like the figure provided.
All good so far!

Blue = Rx, Red = Tx, filled symbols = selected reading



Now we need to calculate plot points.

Because each Rx line is energised by 4 Tx lines we can’t use the Rx line as the line
number, nor can we use the half way point between Tx and Rx lines because of
symmetry.  We can use Tx(N)*1000+(Rx1(N)+Rx2(N))/2 as the line number. 



Use IPProc to
compute the plot
points (Line, Station
and n value)
recognising that the
line number will be
wrong and will need to
be computed
separately



Don’t include
the remote in

the
calculation



Now compute the line number



Now sort the database so
that repeat readings are
together



Open the database and turn on
groupdecays - good repeats!

Groupdecays button

Repeat readings are coloured as
are delete buttons





Set the decay plot properties



Plot a spectral psuedosection



Spectral psuedosection coloured by record
number with a 6 colour cyclic rainbow



Plotting Convention

Because the lines are offset reciprocal station numbers
do not mean the same plot point can be used.

C1 C1P P

N=0



A few obvious problems



Delete the worst offenders directly from the SPS



Decay too low relative to its neighbours



What is happening with these negative decays?

Can we flip them?
- No too high



First pass clean done for this line, move on.



Broadside dipole
- sign flips for
long offsets?

- equipotentials
causing high

apparent m due
to low Vp

Delete all.



Not convinced?

Vp = -0.2 (red) and
-0.02 (yellow) mV.

Decay plot has a
green background
grid warning the

user that |mi|>1000
mV/V.



Next line - Way Ugly!



Some stations have both good and bad decays



Delete the green repeat with low Vp



Deleted record stays in
database but marked as
bad in case you change

your mind later on.



How about this one?

Overall looks about the right amplitude just a bit
noisy at late time?



Lets add another QC tool -Decay shape



Global decay shape added to
decay plot - grey dotted line



Delete two bad readings. 
Shape now better.



Compared to its neighbours?  Decay still noisy
but may be OK for first pass.



No such luck with this one though!



So what do we do here?



Not a zero level estimate
problem -plot in linear

space.

Vp looks OK.

Not sure what the source
is but let’s match the

global shape and make it
look like its neighbours.



Looks OK for a first pass, move on



Another broadside dipole a bit further off line

Delete all the long offset
readings and keep the
shorter offsets for the

moment.

We may delete them
later.



First pass clean done.

1110 of the original
10510 readings

have been marked
as bad



Second pass - check for more subtle noise

Start by computing
a chargeability to
feed the inversion



Select an integration window free of noise



Re-Bin the chargeability



Integration window and Mx
now shown in decay plots

in the editor



Plot the median which
ignores negative values.



Colour our spectral
psuedosection by Mx



Colour using global linear
colour bar.  Limited

range indicates a high
value elsewhere in the

data.



The same data plotted
with a non-linear colour

bar.  Pant legs now
obvious.



Find the maximum Mx value



An isolated reading - kill it.



Still no colour range - find next highest.



Repeat until...
1176 of the original

10510 readings
have now been
marked as bad



Average repeat readings



Re-Bin the chargeability and re-
calculate the apparent resistivity

Start by re-ordering the electrodes so that the
Geometric factor will always be positive



Then compute the apparent resistivity



Plot Vp vs Mx
colour by N value

Background value 5-10
mV/V - high values at low
Vp due to signal to noise

issues



Blow up the central area Vp = +/- 100 mV



Blow up the central area Vp = +/- 20 mV

Note high
chargeabilities at low
(close to 0) N values. 
Probably reflect low

S/N due to
equipotentials 

clip to Mx <
40mV/V



Same plot coloured by Apparent Resistivity



Compare rebinned Mx with supplied
MIMDAS m value.  Coloured by Ap Res.



Clip high Mx values from database



Generate Inversion Input file

Trapezoidal mesh.  Takes a
bit more time and care
needs to be taken to avoid
creating voxels that are not
close to rectangular but
otherwise provides a more
accurate answer



Dot painting showing electrodes.  

Add dummies to generate a trapezoidal
mesh



Start by zooming in a bit.

Red dots are real electrodes, green boxes
are their location in the mesh matrix.



Add dummy electrodes (blue diamonds) so
that the mesh has the same number of

nodes in each row and column.



Now move the green boxes so that the
electrodes sit in the right place in the mesh

matrix.



Now do the same for the remote electrode
end.



Check to see what the mesh looks like.

Contours are elevation gridded from real
electrode elevations in the database.  5m

intervals

Bottom looks OK but look at the aspect ratio
and voxel size change in the gap between

the survey area and the remote. 

Need to add dummies - increase the voxel
NS dimension at less than or equal to 2:1

and keep aspect ratio < 10:1



Add dummies to fill the gap



Final input trapezoidal mesh



Non-Uniform mesh

No dot painting, fully
automatic.  Electrodes do
not have to sit on mesh
nodes.  Can be inaccurate if
the voxel size is too large
and electrodes end up too
far away from nodes.



Run the inversion

Using Res3dInv x64

Invert using Linear Perturbation and
Complex non-linear IP calculations and L1
and L2 norm misfit calculations.  Allow the
program to remove an extra 32 points with

excessive geometric factors or extreme
resistivity likely to produce errors.



LP, L2 inversion of trapezoidal mesh
showing resistivity error distribution.



LP, L2 inversion of trapezoidal mesh
showing chargeability error

distribution.



LP, L2 inversion of trapezoidal mesh
showing bad electrode locations



The xyz file exported from Res3Dinv has 4
blocks.  The first two give model values for
the centres and edges of each voxel, the

third gives the same information in a
different format while the last block

contains the observed and calculated data. 
Extract this block to a separate xyz file and

delete the third block. 



Load the xyz files into a database



Compute the log of the resistivity to
use for gridding



Plot the inversion points as a check

Survey area

Remote



Plot chargeability against depth coloured by
Resolution/Volume ratio or sensitivity/volume

to get a feel for depth of penetration and
ensure chargeabilities are not “puddling” at the

bottom of the model.



Compute 3D plot points for the
forward model results



Export the 3D plot
points and errors to

a 3D display
package and
display as 3D

pseudosections



Use clip planes to
slice through the 3D

psuedosection

or



Grid the data and
display as contours 



Now look at the IP
error

Note bad leg on
southern Rx line



Scatter plot of IP
error for the

southern Rx line
energised from the

closest Tx line

Pot leg offset



Contours and
Scatter plot of IP

error for the
southern Rx line

energised from the
closest Tx line

Pot leg

This leg has high
misfits for this Rx
line for the two Tx
lines to the north



Contours of
Observed IP and
Scatter plot of IP

error for the
southern Rx line

energised from the
closest Tx line

IP response
probably not coming
from the subsurface
thus can’t model it!

Culture?



Inversion results

Inversions run

P Linear Perturbation L1 Norm Trapezoidal mesh 50m x 200m voxels

P Linear Perturbation L2 Norm Trapezoidal mesh 50m x 200m voxels

P Complex non-linear L1 Norm Trapezoidal mesh 50m x 200m voxels

P Complex non-linear L2 Norm Trapezoidal mesh 50m x 200m voxels

P Linear Perturbation L2 Norm Non uniform mesh 50m x 200m voxels

P Linear Perturbation L2 Norm Trapezoidal mesh 50m x 100m voxels

In the believable area all inversions produced similar results +/- ½ dipole - main
differences are at depth and can not be trusted.  Selected LPL2 200 x 50 as

the best to display



Linear Perturbation
L2 norm model

resistivity. 
Isosurfaces of 2500
Ohm m in orange
and 250 Ohm m in

green.  Contour
section with 10
contours per

decade.  View from
above SE



Linear Perturbation
L2 norm model
chargeability. 

Isosurfaces of 25
mV/V in yellow and

5 mV/V in blue. 
Contour plan at
RL400m with

1mV/V interval. 
View from above SE



Compute a VOI and
plot as a volrender
masking all voxels
considered to have
a low sensitivity to

the data.

Limit of reliable
penetration is

around RL300m ~
275m below surface

the chargeability
may be less reliable
than the resistivity.



IP inversion
isosurfaces masked
with VOI volrender

cloud.

What you can see is
considered
believable



Same process for CR data for anyone preferring that to Time domain


